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President’s Message

Lorē Sampson, APS President and Director – Mt. Hood, Oregon

I remember when the only time I thought about peonies, was in the
springtime. Joining the American Peony Society has changed all that – for
the better! Getting to know our members around the world has opened
my eyes to all kinds of new possibilities and learning opportunities. As
we’re winterizing our gardens before the snow flies, it’s a joy to hear bloom
updates from our friends Down Under, exchanging our autumn for their
spring. And winters in our part of the world are the time when Society
members get busy with planning, projects and committee work. Here are a
few highlights of what’s been going on:
Organizing the 2019 APS Convention in Ames, Iowa, kept many
volunteers busy, especially our convention co-chairs Kris Jurik and Lois
Girton. In addition to all the behind the scenes work, both Kris and Lois
are also opening their private gardens for us to tour and enjoy!
Webmaster Adriana Feng, has been hard at work, acquiring, verifying and
uploading hundreds of peony images to enhance the online Peony Registry
database. This fantastic resource just keeps getting better and better.
New committees are forming including a Mentorship initiative, being
developed by APS Director Kent Tretheway. APS Director Cory Tischman
is also heading up a new committee focused on International Outreach.
The Society’s most major recent undertaking was the complete redesign
of the APS website. Huge thanks to Vice President, Nate Bremer who
lead this project with help from team members David Michener, and Kim
Bremer. Bravo! And the best news? They’ll continue working over the next
several months to design a new “members only” web portal with additional,
exclusive content. Stay tuned for news and updates on this exciting project.
And while we’re thinking about the internet, APS has a new Social Media
Team. Lead by Kim Bremer, this enthusiastic group is busily spreading
peony news and updates on Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest and Instagram.
Check them out and join in our online conversation! i
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Bulletin Board
NEW APS WEBSITE! The newly redesigned website is online at
www.americanpeonysociety.org and it’s better than ever! Thanks to the
capable leadership of Nate Bremer, the new website is online and offers
a wealth of information for both members and the gardening public.
We’re especially pleased with how easy it is to access the Peony Registry
which now includes thousands of photos in addition to descriptions and
hybridizer information. The registry may be searched by cultivar name,
originator, etc. There’s also a handy alphabet search tool in case you’d
prefer to browse an alphabetized list. The next phase of this project will
add a “members only” portal with premium content, discussion boards
and research archives. Watch this space for updates!
PEONY SEED The American Peony Society’s 2019 Seed Distribution
Program (SDP) still has an extensive variety of peony seed for sale at very
reasonable prices. The SDP is one of the many benefits available to APS
members worldwide and most countries allow seeds to be imported
without a phytosanitary inspection! A complete list of available seeds in
listed on the APS website under the Seed Program tab.
PICTURE THIS We would love to feature photos of your peonies in an
upcoming issue of The Bulletin. Photos can be of a single flower or plant or
can feature peonies in a landscape setting. Please be sure to include the
cultivar name along with your name (so we can give you credit!) We require
high resolution digital photos (no cell phone pictures) that have not been
cropped or retouched. Our graphic designer will make any needed changes
prior to publication. And rest assured that photo submissions will not be
used or shared online or for any other purpose without your permission.
Please email your photos to editor@americanpeonysociety.org for
consideration. Thank you!
CONVENTIONS GALORE Watch for convention highlights from both the 2019
American Peony Society Convention in Ames, Iowa and the Canadian Peony
Society Show in Castlegar, British Columbia in the next issue of The Bulletin.
MEMBER OPPORTUNITIES Lots of things are happening in our Society.
Check out the various committees on the APS website under About Us.
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NOMENCLATURE
Reiner Jakubowski, APS Registrar — Waterloo, Ontario, Canada

Cultivar registrations have taken up much space in The Bulletin over
the last few years because, as International Cultivar Registration
Authority for peonies, we must publish them in printed form in
order to effect establishment. Establishment is the final step in the
registration process. It puts the name out into the public domain
in a permanent format making it available for searching for prior
use. This requirement has lately resulted in loss of space for articles
of a more general interest. To address this problem we will now
publish the list of peonies accepted for registration in the quarterly
Bulletin, and then near the end of the year publish an annual bulletin
dedicated solely to registrations. To make these registrations available in a more timely fashion, they will be published to the online
registry as they are approved and processed (http://www.american
peonysociety.org/cultivar-registration/peony-cultivars). Search the
database using 2019 in the DATE field and those available will be
displayed. These changes allow us to meet our ICRA obligations and
to better serve our general membership. We hope they are agreeable
to all concerned.
'Kim' [Herbaceous Hybrid] – Nate Bremer, Reedsville, WI.
'Origin of Serenity' [Herbaceous Hybrid] – Nate Bremer, Reedsville, WI.
'Omega Centauri' (Lactiflora) – Nate Bremer, Reedsville, WI.
'Aquarius' (Lutea Hybrid) – Nate Bremer, Reedsville, WI.
'Aquila' (Lutea Hybrid) – Nate Bremer, Reedsville, WI.
'Beach Comber' (Lutea Hybrid) – Nate Bremer, Reedsville, WI.
'Elemental' (Lutea Hybrid) – Nate Bremer, Reedsville, WI.
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'Fire Down Below' (Lutea Hybrid) – Nate Bremer, Reedsville, WI.
'Gemini' (Lutea Hybrid) – Nate Bremer, Reedsville, WI.
'Lyra' (Lutea Hybrid) – Nate Bremer, Reedsville, WI.
'Vela' (Lutea Hybrid) – Nate Bremer, Reedsville, WI.
'Krickles' (Suffruticosa) – Bill Seidl / Kris Casey / Nate Bremer,
Reedsville, WI.
'Nong Yuan Hong Zhuang' (Lutea Hybrid) – Xiuxin Zhang, Jingqi Xue,
Shunli Wang, Yuqian Xue, Xiuxia Ren, Ji Gao, all of The Institute of
Vegetables and Flowers, Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences,
Beijing, China.
'Nong Yuan Mai Xiang' (Lutea Hybrid) – Xiuxin Zhang, Jingqi Xue,
Shunli Wang, Yuqian Xue, all of The Institute of Vegetables and Flowers,
Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Beijing, China.
'Nong Yuan Xiang Yu' (Lutea Hybrid) – Xiuxin Zhang, Jingqi Xue, Shunli
Wang, Yuqian Xue, Xiuxia Ren, Ruowen Yang, all of The Institute of
Vegetables and Flowers, Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences,
Beijing, China.
'Nong Yuan Xiang Yue' (Lutea Hybrid) – Xiuxin Zhang, Shunli Wang,
Jingqi Xue, Yuqian Xue, Guixia Fang, Xiuxia Ren, Ji Gao, all of The
Institute of Vegetables and Flowers, Chinese Academy of Agricultural
Sciences, Beijing, China.
'Nong Zui Mo Xiang' (Lutea Hybrid) – Xiuxin Zhang, Shunli Wang,
Jingqi Xue, Yuqian Xue, Xiuxia Ren, Ruowen Yang, all of The Institute
of Vegetables and Flowers, Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences,
Beijing, China.
'Nong Zui Yuan Fei' (Lutea Hybrid) – Xiuxin Zhang, Shunli Wang,
Jingqi Xue, Yuqian Xue, all of The Institute of Vegetables and Flowers,
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Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Beijing, China.
'Fire Bomb' [Herbaceous Hybrid] – Roger F. Anderson / Swenson
Gardens, Howard Lake, MN.
'Plum Surprise' [Herbaceous Hybrid] – Roger F. Anderson / Swenson
Gardens, Howard Lake, MN.
'Roger’s Red' [Herbaceous Hybrid] – Roger F. Anderson / Swenson
Gardens, Howard Lake, MN.
'Tonka Berry' (Itoh Group) – Roger F. Anderson / Swenson Gardens,
Howard Lake, MN.
'Tonka Peach' (Itoh Group) – Roger F. Anderson / Swenson Gardens,
Howard Lake, MN.
'Tonka Pink' (Itoh Group) – Roger F. Anderson / Swenson Gardens,
Howard Lake, MN.
'Mystic Pink' [Herbaceous Hybrid] – LeRoy Mielke, Marion, WI.
'Arindal' (Lactiflora Group) – Michael Miely, Buchkirchen, Austria.
'Brangäne' [Herbaceous Hybrid] – Michael Miely, Buchkirchen, Austria.
'Drolla' [Herbaceous Hybrid] – Michael Miely, Buchkirchen, Austria.
'Elsa von Brabant' [Herbaceous Hybrid] – Michael Miely, Buchkirchen,
Austria.
'Farzana' [Herbaceous Hybrid] – Michael Miely, Buchkirchen, Austria.
'Friedrich von Telramund' (Lactiflora Group) – Michael Miely, Buchkirchen, Austria.
'Gromas' (Lactiflora Group) – Michael Miely, Buchkirchen, Austria.
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'Grüne Knospe' (Lactiflora Group) – Michael Miely, Buchkirchen,
Austria.
'Helmwige' [Herbaceous Hybrid] – Michael Miely, Buchkirchen, Austria.
'Hunding' [Herbaceous Hybrid] – Michael Miely, Buchkirchen, Austria.
'Kurwenal' (Lactiflora Group) – Michael Miely, Buchkirchen, Austria.
'Laureshamensis' (Lactiflora Group) – Michael Miely, Buchkirchen,
Austria.
'Lohengrin' [Herbaceous Hybrid] – Michael Miely, Buchkirchen, Austria.
'Lora' [Herbaceous Hybrid] – Michael Miely, Buchkirchen, Austria.
'Morald' [Herbaceous Hybrid] – Michael Miely, Buchkirchen, Austria.
'Rienzi' [Herbaceous Hybrid] – Michael Miely, Buchkirchen, Austria.
'Rogweige' (Lactiflora Group) – Michael Miely, Buchkirchen, Austria.
'Siegrune' [Herbaceous Hybrid] – Michael Miely, Buchkirchen, Austria.
'Waltraute' (Lactiflora Group) – Michael Miely, Buchkirchen, Austria.
'Zemina' [Herbaceous Hybrid] – Michael Miely, Buchkirchen, Austria.
'Gena Marie' [Herbaceous Hybrid] – Don Hollingsworth, Maryville,
MO.
'KimSue' [Herbaceous Hybrid] – P. C. “Chris” Laning / Don
Hollingsworth, Maryville, MO.
'Bethie' [Herbaceous Hybrid] – Don Hollingsworth, Maryville, MO.
© AMERICAN PEONY SOCIETY ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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Jordan Kabat at "Bill's Lot"
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Bill’s Lot – A Peony Legacy Grows
Kim Bremer – Reedsville, Wisconsin

Internationally known hybridizer
Bill Seidl, left behind the legacy
of an extraordinary international
breeding program. His famous
cultivars, including 'Pastelegance',
'Carnation Bouquet' and 'Little
Corporal', were hybridized in
an inconspicuous garden plot in
Manitowoc, Wisconsin. Peony
friends called it, simply, “Bill’s
Lot.” After his death, the lot lay for
sale, a tangled mass of overgrown
weeds.

erty. Everything that exists there
now–peonies, magnolias, trees,
and more–was planted by Bill.
How did you meet Bill?

Many people will be surprised that
I never actually met Bill Seidl. By
the time I arrived on the peony
scene, Bill was very ill. Near the
end, he did learn that there was
“some young man interested in
peonies working with Nate at
Solaris,” and knowing there was
Enter Bill’s longtime friend Kris at least one twenty-something
Casey and her son-in-law Jordan person who was interested in
Kabat, who stepped in to tend his hybridizing made him very happy.
legacy. Now, the next generation
of peony hybridizing is taking root. I am close to many of the people
Here’s the story, in Jordan’s words. who knew Bill well, including
Kris Casey, Nate Bremer, and
Gary Bieck. They have shared
i i i
various anecdotes, and I have
an impression of Bill’s character
Tell us the history of
from these stories. After pouring
Bill Seidl’s Lot
over Bill’s journals, articles, and
annotated books, I almost feel as
Bill purchased a single-acre lot, though I have lived inside of his
formerly cornfield, just north of the head. He has conveyed so much
Manitowoc County Fairgrounds in information about his work, and
the 1970’s. Previously, he had been his deepest thoughts that, though
growing peonies and other plants I never “knew” him, I consider him
on a much smaller, rented prop- a good friend.
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How did your interest in Peonies,
and hybridizing, develop?

vars which have been created by
Bill, Nate, and many others before
them. It is amazing that a cultivar
hybridized in the 19th century can
still be alive and well today, long
after the individual who created
it has passed on. Now that I am
working with Bill’s hybridizing
program, it is comforting that all of
his creations live on in his garden,
and I hope that one day the plants
I create will live on in my stead.

It wasn’t until my own mother
passed away in 2015 that I began
to avidly garden. As a tribute to
her, I converted the entire yard of
my childhood home into flower
beds. I sought the advice of my
mother-in-law, Kris Casey, who
owns an extensive collection of
rare peonies, and of course she
suggested that I plant as many
peonies as I could! I did so with
How were you able to
material that was available to
acquire Bill's Lot?
me, meaning a large number of
peonies and daylilies that came My own small yard filled up with
from Kris and nearby Solaris Farms. peonies and plants very quickly.
After Bill passed away, the thought
Kris and her family have a long of trying to purchase his land
history with the farm and the passed through my head. The
Bremers and it wasn’t long before space is perfect for a hybridizing
I started helping out during daylily garden with its shed, space and
season in exchange for plants. Nate access to city water, yet the cost
was excited to see someone my was prohibitive for me. Kris,
age take an interest in peonies, and however, knew of my desire to
wanted to help foster that passion. continue Bill’s work and insisted
I planted my first seeds in a raised on inquiring regarding its sale.
seedling bed I built in my backyard
and my interest in peonies and Realizing that there might be a
hybridizing has only grown since. sliver of hope, I went out to survey
the property. It was the August after
What draws me to hybridizing is Bill’s death, and the weeds had
the potential to create unique been left to grow there unchecked.
plants that have never been seen Canadian thistle grew more than
before; as well as the ability to eight feet tall, bind weed and
continue the living history of culti- creeping nightshade were choking
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out many of the peonies, and
horsetail was rampant. Obviously,
I was apprehensive, but something
(and someone) continued to push
me forward. Primarily, it was Kris.
It was imperative to her to safeguard Bill’s legacy. Eventually Kris
and her husband Will acquired the
land and named me as caretaker.

warmed, I found that I was right.
What surprises have
you discovered?

At the time Bill became ill, he
didn’t have a clear notion of what
would ultimately happen to his
garden. He thought it important
to get as much of his collection as
What was the state of the lot
possible out to those who could
when you began reclaiming it?
either propagate it or appreciate it.
Yet a large amount of his extensive
I began working on Bill’s lot the collection does remain at the lot.
following February. The shed These are mostly cultivars that
was the first thing I wanted to existed in several clumps, pieces
tackle. Bill never threw anything of roots that were left behind in
away, and when Kris and I first the ground where a clump was
opened it up, there was so much dug, or plants that were too large
crammed into it, we could barely to remove from the ground. 'Angel
get in. Sifting through old papers, Emily' is the most impressive of
supplies, equipment, etc., took the large legacy plants, at just
some time, but by March, I pretty over eight feet in height. There are
much had the place in order. At big plants of 'Angel Choir', 'Anna
that point, we had some days that Marie', 'G’Day Mate', and many
were warm enough to clean up other numbered seedlings that
some of the “infrastructure” that never saw registration. Quite a few
Bill left strewn about across the other interesting trees and woody
acre. He had an irrigation system plants persist there, too, including
rigged up with several thousand fruit trees, a Metasequoia, a
feet of garden hose. There were diverse population of Magnolia
bricks, poles, peony cages, lawn trees, and several large Ginkgo
chairs, and miscellany scattered trees.
everywhere. I could tell that there
were going to be some very inter- Identifying all of these leftover
esting things to discover come plants has been a laborious
spring, and once the weather task. In lieu of “unsightly” plant
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markers, Bill kept a “locator book”
full of maps and grids. I began
identifying the remnants as soon
as shoots sprang from the ground,
but deciphering his grid system
was at times quite tricky. It was
helpful that he had planted trees
among the peony rows, as these
would function as guideposts, but
it still took some time to make
sense of the fragments.

though a few plants do still elude
me…primarily because even Bill
himself couldn’t remember what
they were! Many years ago, Bill
left his original locator book on
top of his car and unfortunately
lost it when he drove away. The
book that I have now is a reconstruction he made from memory.
Most listings are accurate, but
the occasional question mark
appears. The book not only details
After spending many hours the locations of all the plants, but
studying the locator book and also chronicles plant performance
working in the garden, I have iden- from one year to the next, Bill’s
tified almost all of what remains, observations regarding the quality

One of Bill's diagrams
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of seedlings, and valuable infor- looking for something out of the
mation pertaining to his hybrid- ordinary.
izing efforts.
For flowers and plant habit (not
Here, he recorded his thoughts to mention that they were named
about naming of seedlings, where after my wife), I really like Bill’s
plants ended up when they were P. rockii hybrids MRV-11, 'Capt’n
given away, and other fascinating Kate', and MRV-13 “Captivating
pieces of information. Unlike Bill, Kate” (unregistered), and then,
I do appreciate physical plant of course, there are his reds –
labels, so as I move things around, 'Sedona', 'Door County Sunset',
plants always get a marker. At the and 'KC Red'. Bill recommended
same time, though, to document a few of his higher numbered
how I have changed the garden Lutea seedlings ('Grandmothers
landscape, and to keep Bill’s spirit Symphony' is a recent registration
alive, I have begun creating an from these) for greater fertility, and
updated locator book of my own. my efforts during this past spring
in using some of these plants seem
What are your favorite Seidl
to have paid off in the amount
registrations, and next-gen crosses? of viable seed. The numerous
seeds I found on 'KC Red' last
'Anna Marie' is actually one of my fall will certainly be interesting to
favorite plants of Bill’s. While the see bloom out in years to come
flower and the plant habit are (thanks for the suggestion, Bill!).
nice, I am really interested in it
as a hybridizing subject. 'Mother One might expect my favorite
Teresa', 'Fuchsia Ruffles', and an herbaceous hybrids favorites to be
unregistered plant nicknamed 'Pastelegance' or 'Pastelorama',
“Pink Parrot” are all distinct plants but I love “White Vanguard”
with great ruffled petals, as are (though this is not a registration!).
Nate Bremer’s 'Aegean' and A large plant of this is left on the
'From the Deep', and all of them lot, and it is floriferous with great
share 'Anna Marie' as a parent. stems. Based upon what Nate
Bill always said that the plant can has been able to do with 'Vanilla
be somewhat difficult in terms of Schnapps' as a hybridizing subject,
seed production, but certainly well this plant is of interest as well. Bill
worth the effort if the hybridizer is actually had some very lovely
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seedlings on the lot that were
crosses of 'Vanilla Schnapps' by
the Saunders’ hybrid 'Tranquil
Dove', and I am planning on
repeating this cross.
As a hybridizer, what is
your vision? What goals do
you want to focus on?
To date, I have been growing a
number of open pollinated seeds
and species seeds to bolster my
collection. I have a number of
P. rockii seedlings which should
bloom out next year that were
crosses with 'Angel Emily',
'Capt’n Kate', “Captivating Kate”,
and “Leo’s Orchid” (an unregistered P. suffruticosa cultivar)
because they were relatively
easy to grow. This year I have
a huge amount of species seed
and hand-pollinated seed of all
varieties, and I have installed a
large seed starting area at the lot.
This is the first year that I have
been able to do anything on a
more substantial scale. I plan to
focus on tree peonies, but will
work with the other types of
peonies as well. As a hybridizer, I
am most interested in increasing
the amount of genetic diversity
within individual specimens. While
this might seem trite to some, it

has become apparent to me that
a wide array of cultivars emanate
from the same few parents (many
of Saunders’ hybrids are guilty). I
am interested in the species and
their geographic origins, and I
would like to work on breeding
specimens from populations that
naturally occur at great distance
from one another, then breeding
back in with modern hybrids.
I hope to eventually achieve plants
that contain a mixture of both P.
rockii and P. lutea genes in their
background. Further, the idea of
breeding miniature plants has
occurred to me: many people have
limited space, but still want beautiful blooms for their gardens. I am
now growing P. wendelboi for this
purpose, and have also successfully crossed diploid P. mairei with
P. tenuifolia rosea.
I am excited by the prospect of
seeing whatever results from my
efforts, be it good or bad. This
may be resultant of my status as
a budding hybridizer, uncalloused
by years of culls, or it might be
that I have seen firsthand the great
potential that germinates readily
from hard work and perseverance–
all that stemmed from a single
acre garden on the outskirts of a
small Wisconsin town. i
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The Enduring Appeal of Saunders’ Peonies
Lorē Sampson, APS President and Director – Mt. Hood, Oregon

The theme for this year’s American
Peony Society Convention, “Back
to Our Roots” focuses on the
hybridizing work and peony introductions of A. P. Saunders and
renewed interest in my own peony
collection which includes scores of
Saunders’ hybrids including many
treasured favorites. It’s interesting
to note that today, more than
ninety years after Saunders introduced his first hybrid peony, the
distinctive flowers and riveting
color palette of his introductions
remains largely unrivaled.

To fully appreciate his peonies,
you need to understand a little of
Saunders’ history. Arthur Percy
Saunders, or Percy as he was
generally known, was predisposed
to hybridizing. Following in his
father’s footsteps, he pursue an
advanced degree in plant genetics
and secured a teaching position at
Hamilton College in Clinton, New
York. Fascinated by all kinds of
plants, Saunders was particularly
intrigued with the peony. Adhering
to scientific principles, Saunders
embarked on a plan to study the

'Skylark'
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'Cardinal’s Robe'

genus Paeonia by making a series
of systematic crosses between
the common Chinese peony, P.
lactiflora (known as P. albiflora
at that time), and as many native
species as he was able to acquire.
The results of his efforts have
advanced the peony bloom season
with many of his hybrids opening
weeks earlier than lactifloras.
Saunders also expanded the
range of available flower colors
beyond the basic white, pink or
“lactiflora red” with its persistent
blue/magenta overtones. Instead,
these new hybrids offer brilliant
true reds, intense pinks, corals,

ivories and pastel yellows as well
as advanced generation hybrids
with captivating flares at the base
of their petals. And while it would
take volumes to do justice to Saunders contribution to the peony
world, I’d like to share a few of my
personal favorites in the following
pages.
Let’s start with the reds – those
fabulous, eye-popping, can’t walk
by without stopping to stare, reds.
These are the reds of stop signs,
strawberries and fire trucks with
none of the blue or muddy overtones found in typical lactifloras.
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'King’s Ransom'
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'Cytherea'
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'Alexander Woollcott'

Many of Saunders choicest reds
are referred to as “Lobata of Perry”
hybrids. This moniker refers to the
species Paeonia lobata that Saunders acquired from plantsman
Amos Perry in Middlesex, England.
When crossed with P. lactiflora,
Saunders produced a series of brilliant red single and semi-double
hybrids including ˈCardinal’s Robeˈ
(1940), ˈLustrousˈ (1942), ˈAlexander Woollcottˈ (1941), and ˈRed
Red Roseˈ. And not to be missed
is the near fully double ˈKing’s
Ransomˈ that never fails to impress!

The P. lobata crosses also created
a range of vibrant pinks including
ˈCythereaˈ (1953) with its perfectly
formed, semi-double blooms. The
single-flowered ˈSkylarkˈ (1942)
offers similar coloration on tall,
stately plants that often reach
4’ in our fields, but never require
staking. ˈRose Garlandˈ (1943) is
another vivid rose that blooms on
a more compact shrub. Another
favorite is ˈClaudiaˈ with its dark
pink flowers and coral overtones.
The semi-double ˈLudovicaˈ (1941)
and single-flowered ˈCoralieˈ move
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'Early Windflower'

even further into the coral pink
spectrum.

cultivar requires some patience
to get established, but is worth
the wait! It is also highly prized
In addition to his lactiflora crosses, for hybridizing as it tends to pass
Saunders also used P. lobata along the double-flowering trait
pollen on P. officinalis which to its progeny. Saunders also used
further expanded the range of P. officinalis pollen on P. lactiflora
flower colors. A personal favorite with noteworthy results. The huge,
from this breeding line is the fiery red flowers on ˈPostilionˈ
diminutive and aptly named (1942) can reach 10” in diameter.
ˈLittle Dorritˈ with its dwarf growth
habit and charming, soft coral Saunders also experimented with
flowers accented with darker pollen from P. emodi, a species
coral flares. A slow grower, this native to Asia and often referred
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'Little Dorrit'
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to as the Himalayan Peony. When
crossed with P. lactiflora, P. emodi
produced very similar-looking
seedlings, all with nodding single
white flowers carried three to four
to a stem. He selected and introduced two strains from this cross
including ˈEarly Windflowerˈ and
ˈLate Windflowerˈ which bloom
about ten days apart. I’m particularly fond of the cut-leaf foliage
on these varieties which adds
textural interest to the garden
all season. Saunders also used P.

emodi pollen on P. veitchii which
produced ˈWhite Innocenceˈ (1947),
a very tall and willowy shrub with
single, pristine white flowers.
And finally, in his later hybridizing
years, Saunders made crosses of
his crosses in an effort to achieve
even greater variations in flower
color. Known as his “quad hybrids,”
these offspring carried genes from
four peony species including P.
lactiflora, P. officinalis, P. macrophylla and P. mlokosewitschii. The

'Lady Gay'
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'Firelight'

resulting hybrids are some of his
most unusual and beautiful. Three
of these quad hybrids have yellow
tints, presumed to be from their
mlokosewitschii lineage, including
ˈStarlightˈ (1949), ˈSunlightˈ (1950),
and ˈSpriteˈ (1950).

this group are ˈAthenaˈ (1955) with
its white petals accented with
raspberry pink flares; ˈLady Gayˈ
(1950) with pale pink petals and
dark maroon flares; and ˈFirelightˈ
(1959) with bright pink flowers and
deep pink flares.

Another hallmark of quad hybrids To learn more about Saunders
is the appearance of colorful flares peony introductions, visit the
at the base of the petals. This trait Peony Registry on the Ameradds an unexpected pop of color ican Peony Society website.
that makes these exotic flowers Select Originator and search for
so distinctive. Three favorites in Saunders. i
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'Lois Elaine Laning'
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Woody Paeonia

Part 4: The Lutea Hybrids

Nate Bremer, Vice President and APS Director – Reedsville, Wisconsin

The lutea hybrids are new kids
Editor’s Note: This is the fourth
on the block, compared to other
in a series of articles on woody
hybrids within the woody peony
(also known as “tree”) peonies,
group. Most are the result of Amerwritten by noted grower and
ican and European hybridizing
hybridizer, Nate Bremer, owner
of Solaris Farms in Reedsville,
efforts and are now becoming
Wisconsin. Be sure to watch
more widely available to the
for additions to the series in
gardening specialist. The lutea
upcoming issues of The Bulletin,
including: Growing Woodies,
hybrids are my favorite group of
Propagating
Woodies, Grafting
peonies for their tremendously
Woodies and Growing Woodies
beautiful flowers, but also for their
from Seed.
endlessly interesting plant variations. How this beautiful hybrid
group escaped my recognition is form of P. delavayi while the
difficult to understand and makes remaining color variants had a
variety of other names. Much
me hope reincarnation exists!
confusion exists today due to the
The Lutea Hybrid Cross
continued use of P. lutea as a sepaLutea hybrids arose from a cross rate species. These references are
of Paeonia delavayi x Paeonia counterproductive and are best
suffruticosa. The name “Lutea viewed as a way to attach a partichybrid” is somewhat confusing ular P. delavayi color variation to a
since Paeonia lutea is no longer name. We do know the first lutea
recognized as a valid species, but hybrids were derived from the
was the name of record when the yellow form(s) of delavayi. Red and
cross was first made. Paeonia lutea other color variants of P. delavayi
has now been reclassified as a were later brought into hybridvariant of P. delavayi, which might izing schemes or did not produce
make this group of hybrids more wanted results early on.
correctly referred to as delavayi
hybrids.
Paeonia delavayi is a key player
in this group of woody hybrids
Historically, P. lutea is the yellow and brings some very different
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'Copper King'

characteristics versus other woody
peonies, i.e., plant habit, foliage,
hardiness, culture, flower color,
flower form and flower carriage.
(Read my previous article on
species, Bulletin 385, March 2018.)

large voluptuous flowers in many
of the hybrids, as they face down,
are hidden in the foliage or touch
the ground. The cultivar 'Souvenir
de Maxime Cornu' has flowering
habits that exemplify these characteristics, as do many others to
Unlike Japanese P. suffruticosa an equal or lesser degree. (See
cultivars, P. delavayi often imparts 'Daredevil')
poor flower carriage to hybrid
offspring, in the form of nodding Lutea hybrids that have the yellow
blossoms. Many first generation form of delavayi in their ancestry
hybrids (F1’s) have a curve in the carry yellow pigments that are
flower stem, which causes a down- often expressed in yellow or blends
ward carriage, often referred to as with other colors. The yellow
the “lutea hook,” directly inherited coloration in woody peonies and
from P. delavayi. This has been a intersectional peonies can all be
major impediment to enjoying the attributed to this lineage. Those
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'Souvenir de Maxime Cornu'
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with red or other color variants of P.
delavayi also express a wide range
of colors, including reds, peach
and blended tones. The unique
coloration and patterns within the
hybrid group are often stunning
and are quite unique. Flower color
in many of the hybrids can be
highly variable from year to year,
making them difficult subjects to
identify through this characteristic.
Registration and catalog descriptions may describe plants as being
one color, but upon blooming in
the garden they express a variation
that is quite different. This often
causes confusion to the gardener,
only to be rectified a year or more
later when plants exhibit a better
match to the description. An interesting exercise that supports this
observation is to do a search of
images on the internet. Invariably
a wide range of colors will be seen
for a number of selected cultivars.
Incorrectly tagged images will also
be seen, which further complicates
a search for a good representation.

'Coral Nebula'

Many wonderful patterns and
colors are to be found within this
group, not to be found elsewhere.
Corals, red-pink blends, veining,
unique flare configurations,
divergent petal color within the
same flower and a myriad of other
combinations exist. One of the
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more recent developments is the
expression of lightly colored outer
petals which surround more deeply
pigmented inner petals. This color
pattern is quite appealing, but may
not be stable from year to year due
to climate. A number of cultivars
have presented good stability,
but the possibility remains that
climate may impact expression.
(Examples: 'Coral Nebula', 'Beach
Comber')

The production of orange
pigmented blooms has long
been strived for in this group,
but has not yet been perfected.
While images presented by some
hybridizers show wonderfully
formed orange flowers, the fact is
that these plants may express this
color occasionally, but most often
bloom as apricot/pink blends or
red variation. Again, this is a good
example of the lutea hybrid’s

'Beach Comber'
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'Fire Down Below'
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variable color expression due to
climate and soils. However, work
continues, and should as many
seedlings are beginning show
promise in this area. (Examples:
'Copper King' mutation, 'Fire
Down Below')
Another beautiful aspect of flowers
in this group is found in their
reproductive structures, other
than the petals. Flower petals
are the big show, but the stigmas,
filaments, anthers and sheaths are
accents. Stigmas can be prominently colored, often matching the
petal color, or can be a completely
different brilliant pigment. Filaments (the small stem-like structures that carry the often yellow
anthers) can be a multitude of
colors and supply intrigue. The
sheath (the membrane that covers
the immature carpels) is present as
flowers open and is often brightly
colored and supplies contrast on
fresh flowers. A number of the
sterile hybrids will produce waxy
yellow or even white thread-like
filaments and anthers, adding
pattern and interest. (See 'From
the Deep' or others)

be fragrant, thus fragrance may be
inherited or not, depending on the
parent. We have noted a greater
increase in fragrance in advanced
generation lutea hybrids, indicating that reshuffling and pairing
of genes is necessary to restore
the fragrance trait, where present.
Fragrance in the lutea hybrids is
quite different than other peonies,
in that the scent can be described
as citrus and/or vanilla. (Example:
'Aquarius')
P. suffruticosa cultivars have
notoriously short lived flowers,
especially during warm bloom
seasons. Flower segments of lutea
hybrids are heavier in substance
than P. suffruticosa cultivars and
their lasting qualities are greater.
The waxy outer layer of the petals
appears to be of assistance in this
regard – another positive from the
P. delavayi parent.

P. delavayi hails from warmer
climates than many of the other
woody species and supplies reason
for lesser stem and root hardiness
in its hybrids. Stems of these
hybrids are often lost after winters
with extended temperature
While suffruticosa cultivars lack periods less than 0°F. Fortunately,
fragrance, the lutea hybrids often P. delavayi is a vigorous grower
have a spicy or citrus scent. P. and this characteristic has been
delavayi cultivars may or may not imparted to its hybrids, resulting
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'Savage Splendor'

in rapid regeneration of stems after
loss. Unlike suffruticosa cultivars,
which most often bloom on buds
from older wood, lutea hybrids
are quite capable of blooming
on new stems arising from below
ground. Stems are not particularly
long lived, even in good conditions, but are replenished with
ground shoots. F1 hybrids, which
express greater influence from
the P. delavayi parent, often are
heavy ground shoot producers and
lack stem hardiness (see image
of 'Savage Splendor'). Some of
the more advanced generation
hybrids have moved beyond this
habit and are beginning to express
hardier, longer lived stems. The

plants themselves generally show
hybrid vigor and can be expected
to produce flowers regularly after
their third year of being grafting or
divided. Height ranges from 2 to 6
feet in Wisconsin, but most cultivars are within the 3 to 4 foot range.
Older plants are generally wider
than tall and often create a mound
shape. Due to their excellent plant
habits they make handsome
plants out bloom, advancing them
as candidates for use as landscape
specimens.
Roots also lack hardiness
compared to P. suffruticosa cultivars are not generally harmed in
our fields since soil temperatures
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seldom fall below 15°F in our
area. Colder winters that lack
insulating snow cover may cause
more damage, especially if soils
are droughty as these conditions
allow for greater cold air penetration. Lutea Hybrids, like P. delavayi,
grow roots in the warm soil conditions of late summer and early
autumn. In comparison, herbaceous peonies root in much cooler
soil temperatures. This is key when
transplanting ‘own root’ lutea
hybrids, in that, late planting will
not result in establishment in cold
soils, as other peonies do. Plants
that are grafted have herbaceous
roots which are adapted to grow
in colder soils and are more likely
to prosper with late planting in the
autumn. Grafting will be addressed
in a future article.

'Agean' flower bud

'Agean'

We have imported woody peonies
from New Zealand, which arrive
as dormant plants in our spring
(plants are in an opposite state
of growth due to hemisphere
change). The New Zealand plants
are divisions on their own roots
and are immediately planted here
in Wisconsin. The plants remain
dormant for four to twelve weeks
(and sometimes remain dormant
until the following year) and
make little leaf or stem growth, if
they initiate growth at all during
the first summer. However the
roots do make growth starting in
mid-to-late summer as the sun
shifts to a more southerly track.
The following year most of these
spring planted lutea hybrids are
established and growing well. Own
root plants of the same size and
configuration, which are planted
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'Cathedral Echo'
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in the cold soils of autumn often
struggle and take extra years to
become viable specimens. Thus
grafted peonies may be a better
choice in northern climates where
fall planting takes place.
Foliage is wide ranging in form
among the lutea hybrids, with
narrow finely divided leaves,
broad plate-like leaves, small leaflets on long petioles and a range of
other configurations. Often leaves
are dark in color and last through
the summer season better than
P. suffruticosa cultivars. P. suffruticosa cultivars generally have
quite identifiable foliage, whereas
any given lutea hybrid cultivar
may have characteristic foliage of
any of the woody groups. Foliage
variation in the lutea hybrids
is a testament to the influence
and diversity in P. delavayi and
P. suffruticosa gene pools. (Examples: 'From the Deep', 'Black
Panther', 'Hephestos', 'Eternal
Spring', 'Golden Era')
Culturally, lutea hybrids tolerate
greater moisture during the
growing season than P. suffruticosa
cultivars. P. suffruticosa cultivars
typically show disease stresses in
wet seasons, while lutea hybrids
seldom do. The tolerance of excessive moisture in the air and soil is

F R E E C ATA L O G | O R D E R O N L I N E

ADELMAN
PEONY GARDENS

new hybrids | award winners | heritage
intersectionals | rare | herbaceous
5690 Brooklake Rd. NE • Salem, OR 97305

503-393-6185

www.peonyparadise.com

another characteristic donated by
the delavayi heritage.
Like its species parents, lutea
hybrids do best in a sunny location.
Plants will tolerate shadier locations, but the amount of bloom
and vigor of the plant is often
sacrificed. In areas that receive
spring frosts during bloom season,
it is advisable to site plants where
they receive morning shade, as
this allows blooms to thaw slowly,
avoiding sun damage.
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Photos courtesy of Nate Bremer
Solaris Farms
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SEIDL’S
SUPER
First time released 2017!
“It’s even more lovely than its photo.”
– L, USA

'Eternal Love' – released 2017
“My absolute favorite of 350 varieties.
Strong fragrance.” – L, Latvia
Available again 2020.

ORDER NOW FOR APRIL/MAY DELIVERY
COMBINE ORDERS TO SAVE COSTS

Simmons
Paeonies
www.peony.net.nz

'Seidl’s Super'

paulesthersimmons@gmail.com

A new generation of peonies for the
classical and contemporary garden

Graefswinning.be

An unusual find,
the collector ’s friend.
www.raritygardens.com
Mt. Hood, Oregon • 541.352.7044
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Gold City Flower Gardens

––

Peonies & Daylilies
6298 Gold City Road
Franklin, Kentucky 42134
(270) 776-6584

––

goldcityflowergardens.com

Connect with us on Facebook
If you're looking for even more news, announcements, events,
and peony information, follow the APS on Facebook. Go to
facebook.com/AmericanPeonySociety and click the Follow button.

Fina
Gardens

fine peonies for garden and vase

Field grown peonies:
lactiflora, hybrids, intersectional
and fern leaf.

See our catalog at
www.finagardenspeonies.com
or

Call 715.837.1147
to request a catalog

Brooks Gardens
peony farm

Quality
Herbaceous Peonies
Grown in rich Iowa soil.
Free list of varieties.
— Wholesale Only —

Reserve your 4-6
3-5 eye bare root peony
plants with low fall shipping rates.

www.brooksgardens.com
brooksgardens@gmail.com

A-1 Nursery
2842 Fremont Avenue
Shenandoah, IA 51601

6219 Topaz Street NE
Brooks, OR 97305

503-393-7999
503-991-4803 cell

a1nurseryshenandoah@gmail.com

phone (712) 534-2595

ADVANCED GENERATION HYBRID TREE PEONIES
FROM WORKS ORIGINATED BY BILL SEIDL AND OTHERS
ARE ON DISPLAY ONLINE
To view the gorgeous 7th, 8th and 9th generation hybrid,
the promising parent plant for the future Intersectional hybrid,
please visit our website:

www.peonygarden.com.au

European Distributor:
Stephan Tetzlaff
283 Little Lonsdale Street,
Kleinenbroicher Str. 85
Melbourne, Australia 3000.
D-41352 Korschenbroich
gardenofpeonies@gmail.com ph.: +49-(0)-2161-465499
fax: +49-(0)-2161-465399
e-mail: Stephan.Tetzlaff@gno.de

PEONY GARDEN

Art is the unceasing effort to compete with
the beauty of flowers and never succeeding.
– Marc Chagall

'Manchurian Promise'
Photo courtesy of Nate Bremer

